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Evaluation of transport in stratospheric models
TimothyM. Hall,1 DarrynW. Waugh,2 KristieA. Boering,
3 R. Alan Plumb4
Abstract.
We evaluate transport characteristics of two- and three-dimensional
chemicaltransport modelsof the stratosphereby comparingtheir simulationsof the
mean age of stratosphericair and the propagation of annually periodic oscillations
in tracer mixing ratio at the tropical tropopauseinto the stratosphereto inferences
from in situ and satellite observationsof CO2, SFe, and water vapor. The models,
participants in the recent NASA "Models and MeasurementsII" study, display
a wide range of performance. Most models propagate annual oscillations too
rapidly in the vertical and overattenuatethe signal. Most models also significantly
underestimatemean age throughout the stratosphere,and most have at least one

of severalunrealisticfeatures in their mean age contour shapes. In the lower
stratosphere,model-to-modelvariation in N20, NO•, and CI• is well correlated
with variationin meanage, and the magnitudeof N O• and Cly variationis large.
We concludethat model transport inaccuraciessignificantlyaffect simulationsof
important long-lived chemicalspeciesin the lower stratosphere.

becausea large amount of new data is now available

1. Introduction

The environmental impact of anthropogenic pollutants on the stratosphere is determined by a complex
interaction among chemistry,radiation, and transport.
In order to predict future chemicaland climate changes
due to such pollutants, models must include these processes.However, in order to assessthe realism of mod-

from satellite, aircraft, and balloon platformsagainst
which to evaluatemodel results. In particular, MM
modelsperformedonly one pure transport experiment,
bomb radiocarbon,for whichobserveddata are sparse.
However, we now have high precisionmeasurementsin
the lower stratosphereat most latitudes and seasons,
and somemeasurementsin the middle stratosphere,of

els, and thereforeto know what weight to give model nearly inert tracers such as CO2 and SF6 from sevpredictions,it is preferableto evaluate componentsof eral in situ campaigns
in recentyear.
s. In addition,
models separately, so that the causesof any unrealis- we have a multiyear time seriesof H -H20+2CH4,
tic features may be better isolated. In this paper, we a quasi-conserved
tracer providing much information
evaluate transport in a range of stratosphericmodelsby about tropicaltransport,from the HalogenOccultation
performing simulationsof chemically inert tracers and Experiment (HALOE) instrument aboard the Upper
comparingthe resultsto previouslypublishedand new AtmosphereResearchSatellite (UARS). These obserobservations.
vations comprisea powerfulset of data, which reveals
This study summarizes a component of the recent inaccuraciesin model transport.
"Modelsand Measurements
2" (MM2) stratospheric MM2 definedsixtransportexperiments:
(1) the age
modelintercomparison[Park et al., 1999]. MM2 fol- spectrum,(2) idealizedtracerswith annuallyperiodic
lowsthe 1992MM intercomparison[Prather and'Rems- surfaceboundaryconditions
(sineand cosine),(3) SF6,
berg,1993]and hasbeenperformednot only becauseof (4) CO2, (.5)inerttracersof proposed
stratospheric
high
changesin models in the intervening 6 years, but also speedcivil transport(HSCT) aircraft emissions,
and
(6) inert tracersof HSCT emissions
north of 40øN. See
Table i for details of the experimentsdiscussedhere.
•NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, Thesesix differentsimulationsdo not providemutually
New York.
independentinformation.For example,aswe will show,
2Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, .Johns much information of interestfrom the periodic boundHopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland.
ary condition, SFs, and CO2 experimentsis contained
3Department of Geologyand Geophysicsand Department in the age spectrum. Thus, in this paper, we focus
of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley.
mainly on simulationsof the age spectrum. The simu4Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Scilations
of HSCT emissiontracersand their relationship
ences, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology, Cambridge.
to other tracers will be presentedelsewhere. See Park
et al. [1999]for moredetails.
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In section2 we brieflyintroduceparticipatingmodels, while in section3 we presentmodel simulationsof
the age spectrum and illustrate how observabletracers
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Table 1. Details of the Experiments
Experiment

Initial Condition

Boundary Condition

Age spectrum

0 everywhere

Within

zonal band 4-10 ø and surface

to 2 km, mixing ratio held 1 for
January, then 0 for rest of 20 year
run.

Sin tracer

1 everywhere

No-flux

elsewhere.

Same region as age spectrum; time

dependence
is 1 + sin(2•rt/1 year)
Cos tracer

1 everywhere

Same as sin tracer, but

1 + cos(2•r/1year)
SF6

0 everywhere

Flux into surface layer 30ø to 60øN,
uniform per unit area, with steady
increase

such that

total

kilotons

releasedduring year t is 0.2(t- 1966).
Run from

t = 1966 to 2000.

may be reconstructedfrom the age spectrum. Section
4 focuseson the global mean age distribution, making
comparisonsto observations,identifying componentsof
model transport that have strong leverageover mean
age,and discussing
similaritiesof mean agevariationsto
variationsof other long-livedtrace gases.Model transport in the tropicsis analyzedin section5 by comparing
the propagationof periodic signalsand the mean age

The residualcirculationis computedself-consistently
with the zonal wind, and tracers are transported in
the zonal-mean plane by the residual circulation and
the diffusiondue to the wavebreaking [Garcia et al.,
1992; Garcia and Solomon,1994].
The 3-D modelsare all "off-line"chemicaltransport
models(CTMs): they solvethe continuityequationsof
tracersin three-dimensions,
givenmeteorological
fields

distribution

(archived
dataonwindandconvection)
fromeithergeneral circulationmodels(GCMs) or from assimilations
of
stratospheric
observations.The 3-D modelsanalyzed
hereare not all independent.For example,MONASH2

in models to derivations from observations.

We present conclusionsin section 6.
2.

Models

and GMI-NCAR employthe sameset of GCM data,

The modelsthat participated in MM2 encompasssev- differingin the numerical
advection
scheme
usedby the
eral classesof formulation in their approachto simulat- CTM. GSFC-3D and GMI-DAO employthe sameasing the stratosphere. Table 2 summarizes the models similatedwind data, differingin the horizontalresoluthat performed the transport componentsof the suite tion. MONASH1 and MONASH2employrelatedGCM
of MM2 experiments.Included are modelshavingonly data,withMONASH2usinga version
thathasstronger
a latitude-height plane representationof tracer distri- gravity wavedrag. These CTMs do not simulateinter-

bution (2-D), as well as fully three-dimensional
mod- annualvariabilityin transport,but insteadrecyclea
els 13-D). In general,2-D modelsadvecttracersby a single
yearof meteorological
dataformultiyearintegraseasonallyand spatially varying residualcirculationof tions.
stream function •b,and diffusetracers by seasonallyand

spatiallyvaryingdiffusiontensorsK designedto mimic
the zonally averagedtracer-mixingeffectsof 3-D wave
breaking. However,amongthesemodels,there are different approachesfor calculating •b and K. In AER,
for example,•bis determinedfrom heatingrate calculations, while K is independentlyprescribed. AER thus
has a high degreeof "tunability" of transport but less
physicalrealism. In other models, K is derived from
theoretical considerationsrelating it to features of •b
[Jackmanet al., 1988]or from analysisof 3-D model
data [Yudinet al., 1999].Anotherclassof 2-D models
are sometin/es

called

"2.5-D"

models or "interactive"

3. Age Spectra
3.1. Background

The agespectrumin the stratosphere
G(x, tlto) is a
type of Green function that propagates a tropospheric
mixing ratio boundary condition into the stratosphere,
and thus it may be used, for a conserved tracer, to
reconstruct the stratospheric responseto an arbitrary

tropospheric
time variation.G(x, tit0) hasthe interpretation

that

GSt is the mass fraction

of air at x in the

stratosphere that was last in the troposphere a time
t- to to t- to + 5t ago. The age spectrum was dis-

models,e.g., LLNL, NOCAR, and GSFC-2Dint. These cussedby Kida [1983]and moreformallydeveloped
by
modelshavea 3-D representationof the propagationof Hall and Plumb[1994].Here,we brieflyfocuson several
low wave-number
planetarywaves.Propagationcharac- features that have received less attention elsewhere.
G(x, tit0) is determinedin a modelas the response
to
teristicsare determinedby the zonal wind field, and the
breaking of the waves,in turn, affectsthe zonal wind. the time-dependent
boundarycondition5(t- to) spec-
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Table 2. Summary of the Models
2-D Models

Type

Reference

1
2

AER
CSIRO

NI
NI

3
4

GSFC-2D
GSFC-2Dint

NI
I

HARVARD
LLNL
MGO-UIUC-2D
NCAR-2D
NOCAR
SUNY-SPB

I
I
NI
I
I
NI

11

UNIVAQ-2D

NI

12

WISCAR

I

Ko et al. [1985]
Randeniyaet al. [1997]; Vohraliket al. [1998]
Jackmanet al. [1996]
Rosenfieldet al. [1997]
Joneset al. [1998]
Prather and Remsberg
[1993]
Zubovet al. [1995]
Park et al. [1999]
Garcia et al. [1992]
Srnyshlyaevet al. [1998]
Pitari et al. [1993]
Brasseuret al. [1990];Politowiczand Hitchman[1997]

3-D

Circulation

Reference

5
6
7
8
9
10

Models

13
14

GISS8x10
GMI-DAO

a
b

15
16
17
18
19

GMI-GISS
GMI-NCAR
GSFC-3D
MONASH1
MONASH2

c
d
b
d
d*

20
21

UCI21
UCI23

a
c

22

UIUC-3D

e

23

UNIVAQ-3D

f

Prather et al. [1987];Hall and Prather [1995]
A. R. Douglass et al., Choosing meteorologicalinput for the
global modeling initiative assessmentof high speed aircraft,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 1999, hereinafter
referred to as Douglasset al., submitted manuscript, 1999.
Douglass et al., submitted manuscript, 1999
Douglass et al., submitted manuscript, 1999

Douglasset al. [1996]
Waughet al. [1997];Raschet al. [1995]
Hall and Waugh[1998]
Prather et al. [1987]
Hanneganet al. [1998]
Zubovet al. [1999]
Park et al. [1999]

The acronymsand abbreviations used in the model names are AER, Atmospheric Environmental Research;
CSIRO, Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization; GSFC, Goddard Space Flight Center;
HARVARD, Harvard University; LLNL, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; MGO, Main Geophysical
Observatory; UIUC, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champain; NCAR, National Center for Atmospheric
Research;NOCAR, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and National Center for Atmospheric
Research;SUNY, State University of New York; SPB, Saint PetersburgRussianHydrometeorologicalUniversity; UNIVAQ, University d'Aquilla; WlSCAR, University of Wisconsinand National Center for Atmospheric
Research;GISS, Goddard Institute for Space Studies; GMI, Global. Modeling Initiative; DAO, Data Assimilation Office; MONASH, Monash University; UCI, University of California at Irvine. For 2-D models, "I"
indicates interactive models, in which 2-D transport is coupled to 3-D wave propagation. "NI" indicates no

coupledwavepropagation.For 3-D CTMs, the letters indicate the sourceof meteorologicaldata: (a) GISS
lowerresolutionGCM [Rind et al., 1988],(b) GoddardEarth ObservingSystemData AssimilationSystem
(GEOS-DAS) [Coy and Swinbank,1997],(c) GISS higherresolutionGCM [Rind et al., 1998],(d) NCAR
MACCM2 GCM [Boville,1995],(e) Universityof Illinois GCM, (f) Universityd'Aquilla GCM.
*NCAR MACCM2 with additional gravity wave sources.

ified over some "forcingregion"R in the troposphere foundin a GCM that movinga near-surfaceR from the
(seeTable 1). The delta functionin time is approxi- tropics to midlatitudes to a good approximationintromated by holding R at a finite value for 1 month, and ducedonly a uniformoffsetto mean agethroughoutthe
zerofor the durationof the simulation.(Note that the stratosphere
(about0.7 year in their model). This inmagnitudeof the first month value is arbitrary, as G is sensitivityis further indicatedby the near equivalenceof
afterward
normalized
such
thatf• Grit- 1.)Theforc- mean age as computedfrom the agespectrumand from
ing region variessomewhatfrom model to model, de- simulatedSF6(shownbelow),despitethe verydifferent
pendingon particular grid spacings.For stratospheric distributionof surfaceboundarycondition(seeTable
studiesthe detailsof R are unimportantas long as it 1). In this modelstudy,becauseour focusis the stratois within the troposphere,as the troposphereis well- sphere, we consideronly the differencebetween mean
mixed on stratospherictimescalesand as nearly all air age at points in the stratosphereand at the tropical
and tracer enters the stratospherein the tropics, re- tropopause,thereby removingany small offsetscaused
gardlessof tropospheric
origin. Hall and Plumb[1994] by differencesin R from model to model.
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Figure1. Theagespectrum
forGSFC-2D
at fourlocations
in thelatitude-height
plane'the
equator
at 18kmand26km,and60øNat 18kmand26km.Themeanageisindicated
bythe
verticaldashed
line,andthespectralwidthby thehorizontal
dashed
line.

In general,G is a functionof both t and to (or t - to M. Holzer and T. M. Hall, Transit-time and tracer-age
and to) separately.In this intercomparison,
the month distributions in geophysicalflows, submitted to Journal
correspondingto to is January, and a different start of the AtmosphericSciences,1999].
month would yield a different result. Only for stationAs an example,we showin Figure 1 G(x,t) from
ary transport doesG dependexclusivelyon the elapsed
time t- to. However, as we will illustrate below, seasonality of transport for these models plays only a secondary role in determining many of the annually av-

the GSFC-2D model at the equator and at 60øN and

if a different start month had been chosen. Therefore,

is the elapsedtime, and the separatedependenceon to
is suppressed.If it were our goal, however,to analyze

tra at. thesesamealtitudes and latitudes. The agespectra are broad, indicating a range of transit times from
the troposphere.The spectratend to be most peaked,
and have the shortest transit times, near the tropical

seasonalvariations in G, we would need to perform sep-

tropopause. The first.moment,or mean age F(x), is

for pressurealtitude, z, of 18 km and 26 km. (Note
that we useas a verticalcoordinatez = 16log(1000/p),
wherep is in hPa and z in kilometers.) See Hall and
eragedpropertiesof G. We would get similar results Waugh[1997a]for MONASH2 and GISS8x10agespec-

from hereon, we write G = G(x, t'), wheret' = t- to

shown by the vertical dashed line. This quantity can
be comparedto mean agesderivedfrom observationsof
temporally-increasingtracerssuchas CO2 and SF6. For
example, to the extent that SF6 is a conserved tracer
G must be considered[Plumband McConalogue,1988; whosemixing ratio is increasinglinearly in time, its time

arate simulationsfor severalsourcetimes to throughout
the year. For troposphericstudies, the dependenceof
the age spectrumon R and to is of comparableimportance to x and t- to, and a more complete version of
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Figure 2. Scatterplotsof mean age deducedfrom the SFe simulations(verticalaxes)and the
agespectrum(horizontalaxes)for MONASH2. For Figure2a the SFe ageis an annualmean. In
Figure 2b the SF6 lag is for March only. Other modelsdisplaysimilar behavior.
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lag at x in the stratosphere
fromits tropospheric
time variesseasonallyand interannually,while in thesemodseries
is F(x) [HallandPlumb,1994].Annualcycles
of els, transport varies seasonally. Thus, one may ask
conserved
tracers(oscillations
of periodi year,suchas howfaithfully the fieldsfrom explicit tracer simulations
fromG(x,t),
thoseof CO2or H20+2CH4) in themodelstratospheres(e.g.,SF6andCO2)canbereconstructed
giventhe particularJanuarystart date.
mayalsobe reconstructed
fromG(x, t).
Figure2a is a scatterplot
for MONASH2of F asde3.2. Relation to Other Transport Experiments
rivedfrom the annualmeantroposphere-to-stratosphere
varyingsimulation
of SF6
As noted above, the formulation of the age spec- lag timeof a full seasonally
(see
Table
i
for
experimental
definition)
versus
F
asthe
trum employed
herehasneglected
explicitdependence
first
moment
of
G(x,t).
The
correlation
is
high.
This
on time,leavingonlydependence
on elapsedtimefrom
near
equivalence
can
also
be
seen
in
Figures
3e
and
3f,
the Januarysource.In the real atmosphere,transport
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Figure 4. Profilesof the amplitudesA(z) and phaselag timesr•o(z)of a periodicallyvarying
tracer in the AER modelas reconstructed
from the agespectrum(solidline), from the sin
experiment(short-dash
line),andfromthe cos(long-dash
line)experiment.Othermodelsdisplay

similar

behavior.

whichshowthe height-latitudedistributionsof F(x) for These pictures have been greatly enhancedby recent
MONASH2 derived from the two techniques. In Figure
2b, the scatterplot of Figure 2a is repeated, except that
the SF6 lag is for March, rather than an annual mean.
The correlation is not as high due to seasonalmotions
of the mean age isopleths,which cannot be reproduced
from the age spectrum for the single value to of January. These isopleth motions can be seen in Figures 3a
through 3d, the zonal-meanmean age from MONASH2
for January, April, July, and October. The other models showsimilar relationshipsbetween mean age derived

high-qualityin situ balloon measurementsof SF6 and
CO2 in the tropics and at middle and high latitudes in
the lower and middle stratosphere as part of the Observationsof the Middle Stratosphere(OMS) campaigns
(K. A. Boeringet al., manuscriptin preparation,1999;
F. L. Moore et al., manuscriptin preparation,1999),

from SF6 and the agespectrum [Park et al., 1999].

1997]and extensivein situ aircraft observations
across

We have also compared the reconstruction of a si-

which complement previous laboratory measurements
of these tracers in whole-air samples collected at mid-

dle and high latitudes [Bischof½t al., 1985;Schmidt
and Khcdim, 1991; Harnisch ½t al., 1996; Patra ½t al.,
all latitudes in the lower stratosphere from 1994 to 1997

nusoidusingG(x,t) with the actual sin and cosruns [Elkinset al., 1996;Boeringet al., 1996].
definedin Table 1. The amplitudeA(x) and phaselag
Stratosphericmean age is computed from observatime r•o(x) from the sin and cos runs and as recon- tions ideally as the lag time in the stratospherefrom
structedfrom G(x, t) are plotted as tropicalprofilesin the tropical tropopause of an inert trace gas with troFigure 4 for the AER model. Other models display posphericsourcesand steady tropospherictrend. SFs
similar behavior [Park et al., 1999]. There are small and annually averaged CO2 are two tracers that apdifferencesbetween the reconstructed profiles and those proximately satisfy the criteria for good mean age esfrom the explicit sin and cos simulations, as seasonal- timates. There is good agreement in mean age as in-

ity of transportcannotbe reproducedfrom G(x, t) for a ferred from in situ SF6 and CO2 measurements made
singleto. However,we will showthat the differencesare by differentexperimentalgroupsaboardaircraft [Boersmallerthan the spreadamongmodelsand alsosmaller in9 et al., 1996; Elkins et al., 1996] and aboardbalthan the model-observation
differences.
loons(K. A. Boeringet al., manuscriptin preparation,
We concludethat age spectral reconstructionsof the 1999; F. L. Moore et al., manuscript in preparation,
model tracers may be compared to appropriate annual 1999). Comparisonsamong these mean age observamean observations,even though the age spectra have tions can be seenin Figure 5. (Model's mean agesin
not been determined as a function of source time to.
the figure are discussedbelow.) In all panels,symbols with connectinglines indicate observations,with
triangles representingin situ CO2 and diamonds rep4. Global Mean Age
resenting in situ SF6. Figure 5a illustrates the lat4.1. Observations
itudinal mean age variation at about 20 kin. AverThere are no global observationsof tracers through- ages of CO2-inferred mean age are computed from in
out the stratospherefrom which mean age can be di- situ aircraft measurementsmade during 17 time perirectly inferred. Thus we do not as yet know the com- odsfrom 1992to 1997 as part of the campaignsStratoplete mean age distribution in the atmosphere. How- sphericPhotochemistryAerosol and DynamicsExperiever, there is a growingbody of observationsthat, taken ment (SPADE), Airborne SouthernHemisphereOcean
together,form a picture of mean age in the lowerstrato- Experiment/Measurements
for Assessing
the Effectsof
sphereand a partial picture in the middle stratosphere. Stratospheric
Aircraft(ASHOE/MAESA), Stratospher-
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Figure 5. In all panels,the shadedregionindicatesthe rangeof meanagesof models,with
theexceptions
of HARVARD(dottedline),MONASH1(heavysolidline),GSFC-2D(heavydash
line),UCI23(dot-dash
line),GSFC-3D(lightdashline),andUIUC (lightsolidline).Thesymbols
represent
observations:
meanagefrom in situ CO2 (triangles)and in situ SFe (diamonds).
Observations
are asfollows:(a) Latitudinalprofileof in situaircraftmeasurements
fromSPADE,

ASHOE/MAESA,STRAT,andPOLARISforCO2andfromASHOE/MAESA(onedeployment
only),STRAT,andPOLARISforSF•. Datapointsareaveraged
in 2.5ølatitudebins(plottedat
the midpoint)for bothtracers,andin 19.5-21.5
km for CO2and19-21km for SFe. (b) Vertical
aMS balloonprofiles
at 7øNaveraged
in 1 km altitudebinsoverthreeflightsforin situCO2(one
February,
twoNovember
1997)andovertwoflightsfor in situSFe(February,
November
1997).
(c) In situSFeandCO2meanagesfroma singleaMS balloonflightof September
1996,at 35øN,
binnedin altitudeas in Figure5b, and meanagefrom SFe whole-airsamples,September1993,
from44øN(asterisks)[Harnisch
et al., 1996].(d) In situCO2andSFemeanage'fromthe aMS
balloonflightof June1997,65øN,andwhole-airSFesamples
at 68øNinside(asterisks;
average
of fourflights)andoutside(crosses;
singleflight)thewinterpolarvortex [Harnisch
et al., 1996].
(aMS SFedataprovided
courtesy
JamesW. ElkinsandFred. L. Moore.)Seetext for further
details.

ic Tracers of AtmosphericTransport (STRAT), and
Photochemistryof Ozone Lossin the Arctic Regionsin
Summer(POLARIS); and SFe-inferredmean'agefrom
the in situ aircraft measurements
of ASHOE/MAESA,
STRAT, andPOLARIS. (Note that the SouthernHemisphere SF• data come from a single deployment of
ASHOE/MAESA, from Octoberto November,whereas
CO2 was measuredduring all four deployments,from
March to November. A comparisonof mean age from
SF• and CO2 for just October and Novemberis shown

by Waughet al. [1997].) Data are averagedin 2.5ø
latitude bins for both tracers, and in 19.5-21.5 km for

CO• and 19-21 km for SF• (data points are centered
within the latitude bins). Mean agefrom SFe is computed as doneby Volket al. [1997]and providedcourtesy of Pavel Romashkin and James W. Elkins. Mean
age from CO• is calculated as done by Boering et al.

[1996]asthe time lag with respectto the observed
CO•
time seriesat the tropicaltropopause[Andrewset al.,
1999].There is excellentagreementbetweenmeanage
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from the two tracers equatorward of about 35ø, while
at highernorthern latitudes, SF6 mean ageis 0.4 to 0.8

causesignificant errors in mean age inferencesat high

latitudesin the middle and upper stratosphere [Hall
and Waugh,1998]. In the tropical lower stratosphere,

yearsolder(10% to 20%).
Figure 5b showsvertical profilesof mean ageat 7øN the annual cycle of CO2 is large enough to complicate
from OMS balloonflights. Mean age from in situ CO2 mean ageinferences[Hall and Prather, 1993;Boering
is averaged
in 1 km altitudebinsoverthreeflights(one et al., 1994], althoughits effectscan be correctedfor
Februaryand two November1997) and for in situ SF6 [Andrewset al., 1999]. The small sourceof CO2 from
overtwoflights(FebruaryandNovember
1997).(OMS oxidationof CH4 introducessomeuncertainty [Woodfor by simultaSF6 mean age providedcourtesyJamesW. Elkins and bridgeet al., 1995]but is well-accounted
neous
in
situ
CH4
measurements
[Boering
et al., 1996].
Fred L. Moore.) In Figure 5c the in situ SF6 and
CO2 meanagesare from a singleOMS balloonflight of Imperfect knowledgeof the time history of a tracer at
September,1996,from 35ø, binnedin altitude asin Fig- the tropical tropopause introduces uncertainty in the
ure 5b. Figure 5c also showsmean age from whole-air inferred mean age. The extent to which these effects
samples
of SF6,September1993,from44øN(asterisks) are responsiblefor the differencesseen in Figure .5 be[Harnischel al., 1996]. Finally, in Figure5d we show tween CO2- and SFe-inferred mean age is unknown and
profilesat high latitudes: in situ CO2 and SFs of the is an interesting and important question that will be
June 1997, OMS balloon flight from 65øN, and whole- addressedin future analyses of observations. Finally,

air SFs samplesat 68øNinside(asterisks)and outside there is uncertainty in the annual and interannual mean
(crosses)
thewinterpolarvortex[Harnisch
et al., 1996]. age variability in the middle stratospherethat can only

The whole-air profile inside the vortex is an averageof be reduced with additional observations. However, as
data collectedoverfour balloonflights,while the profile will be discussedbelow, outside of the polar vortex
the observationalmean age uncertainty is smaller than
outside comesfrom a single flight.
Agreementin mean age vertical profilesfrom in situ the spread amongmodels, and all observationsindicate
CO2 and SFs is good in the tropics. At middle and mean ages higher than values simulated by nearly all
high latitudes,SF•-inferred mean ageis generally0.4 to models. For the purpose of evaluating most of these
0.8 yearslarger than CO2, as noted abovefor the air- stratosphericmodels, agreement among different mean
age observationsis sufficient.
craft data. The difference between midlatitude wholeFrom the extensiveset of measurements, we can make
air and in situ measurementsseenin Figure 5c is somethe
following general observationsabout the global I'
what larger. Harnisch et al. [1996]computedmean
distribution,
many of iYhich are illustrated in Figure 5.
age from thesewhole-air SF6 samplesas the time lag
from the northern hemisphere surface mean of Maiss (1) At a given altitude in the lower and middle stratoet al. [1996]. For consistencywith the other obser- sphere, I' is smallest in the tropics, i.e., a given I' convations and the model results, we have adjusted rela- tour is higherin the tropicsthan at midlatitudes.(2) In
tive to the tropical tropopauseby subtracting 1.4 years t.he subtropics(20øN) and midlatitudes(40øN), above
(0.6 year to shift from northernsurfaceto globalsur- about 24 kin, I' has weak vertical gradient, although
face [Maissel al., 1996]and 0.8 from globalsurface it increasesrapidly with latitude; i.e., F contours are
to tropicaltropopause[Volk et al., '1997]).This shift, orientednearly vertically. (3) However,in the subtrophowever,is uncertain, due primarily to uncertainty in ics and midlatitudes, below about 24 km, I' increases
tropical tropopauseSFs values. Interannual variabil- rapidly with height..Thus F contourswhich may be oriity may also play a role in the differencebetween in entednearlyverticallyaloft,tilt polewardbelow.(4) At
situ measurementsand whole-air samples, as the pro- high northern latitudes in summer, F increasesmonofiles come from different years. Other mean age infer- tonically with height, at least through 25 km, with the
encesfrom balloon-borne whole-air samplesat midlati- exceptionof polar vortex remnants. (5) In the lower
tudes fall within the observationalrange seenin Figure stratosphere, latitudinal P gradients are largest equa5c [Bischofe! al., 1985;Schmidtand Khedim,1991], torwardof about4-30ø. (6) The magnitudeof I' canbe 4

andsubtropical
profiles[Patra et al., 1997]lie between or moreyears(with respectto the tropicaltropopause)
the profilesshownin Figures 5b and 5c. Finally, OMS
in situ CO2 and SFe observations
from May 1998 (not
shown)yield mean agessimilar to the in situ values
shownin Figure 5c. At high latitudes, polar vortex air
is older than outer vortex air, as indicated by the differencebetweenthe high-latitude whole-air profilesin
Figure 5d. Note that the in situ mean age from June
moves between the inner and outer vortex values, likely
evidence for remnants

of older vortex air.

There are several sourcesof uncertainty in mean age

inferencesfrom CO2 and SFs. Volk et al. [1997]discussedthe relatively small uncertainty introducedupon

correctingfor the slowlynonlineartropospheric
growth
rate of SFs. Another possiblesourceof uncertainty is

the neglectof mesospheric
photochemistry,
whichmay

in the tropicsat 30 km and at high latitudes at 20 km.
4.2. Model Measurement Comparison

Figures6 and 7, which display the mean age distribution for eachMM2 model,indicatea wide range
of model performance. In the tropics at 40 km, I'
rangesfromunder2 years(UIUC-3D, GSFC-2Dint,and
modelsusingDAO winds)to over 5 years(UCI23).
Althoughall modelsshowthe effectsof upwellingin
the tropics, producingthe characteristicisoplethsof
long-livedtracersof troposphericorigin, the tropicalextratropicalgradientsvary widely.Verticalagegradientsat high latitudesdo not everywhereagreeon sign.
Some modelshave age maxima in the high-latitude
lower stratosphere,which is not observed,exceptin
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thin filamentsof vortex air remnants(in situ profiles ever, exceptfor the high-latitudepolar vortex profile,
of Figure 5d). Other modelshave maxima higherup thisintroduces
onlya minorinconsistency
in the modelat high latitudes, or have age increasingmonotonically observation
comparison,
asmostmodelsdisplayseasonwith height throughout the atmosphere.
ality of mean age small comparedto their differences
For direct comparisonto observations,
the mean ages from observations.
(SeeFigures2 and 3 for MONASH2
of the models are plotted in Figure 5. Most models seasonality.)
are included in the shaded regions,while severalothFigure5 showsthat the spreadof modelmeanages,
ers are plotted individually. The model mean agesare andthe difference
of mostmodelmeanagevaluesfrom
computedfrom the age spectrum,and are thereforeap- the observations,
is largecomparedto the observational
proximatelyequivalentto annual averages,as discussed uncertainty.Most modelsare significantly
too young
in section 3. While

the ER-2

aircraft

data are exten-

throughoutthe stratosphere.
The lowerstratosphere
F

sive, so that the observationalmeansin Figure 5a av- maximumat middleand high latitudesin severalmoderage over seasonalvariations, the vertical profiles of els is a feature not presentin observations,
with the
Figures 5b, 5c, and 5d are snapshotsin time. How- exception
of the polarvortexremnantsof late spring
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(Figure 5d). Most modelsdo not reproducethe sharp
latitudinalgradientsin the lowerstratosphere
observed
between10ø and 300 from the equator (Figure 5a).
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4.3. Implications for Model Transport
To understandthe variation amongmodels,it is use-

ful to categorizethem basedon the orientationof their

F contours.
Figure8 showsschematics
of threeconcep- 30
tual globalF orientations.The middleschematic,"class

3O

B", is the most consistentwith observedF(x) features 20

2O

I through 5 listed above. In classA, tropical isolation
is capturedin the large upward bulge of isoplethsat low

l0
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Figure 9. The meanagefor (a) the AER "pipe"
model,(b) the AER "leakypipe"model(the version
includedin MM2), and (c) the AER "nopipe"model

(these
datacourtesy
Courtney
ScottandMalcolm
Ko).
latitudes, but F has a lower stratosphericmaximum at
high latitudes, in disagreementwith feature 5. In class
C, F has no local maxima, but there are also no re-

gionswithdF/dz nearzero(weaktropicalisolation),
in
Figure 8. Schematicrepresentationof the variationof disagreementwith feature 2.
the modeledglobalF distributionandits categorization We classify the models as follows: Class A: GSFC2Dint, HARVARD, LLNL, NOCAR; Class B: AER,
into classesA, B, and C.
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Mixing of extratropical air into the tropics also inCSIRO, GSFC-2D, SUNY-SPB, GMI-NCAR, MONASH1, MONASH2; and Class C: NCAR-2D, MGO- creasesthe mean agethroughoutthe stratosphereby alUIUC-2D, UNIVAQ-2D, WlSCAR, GISS8x10, GMI- lowingmore air to recirculatebeforeexiting the stratoDAO, GSFC-3D,UCI23, UIUC-3D, UNIVAQ-3D.There sphere. In Figure 9 the no-pipe model has the oldest
is a continuumfrom classA to B to C, makingthe classi- air overall. Thus increasedmixing would seemadvanficationof modelsarbitrary in somecases.For example, tageous,as most MM2 modelsare too young overall.
LLNL couldbe either A or B, while SUNY-SPB could However, additional extratropical air in the tropics can
be B or C. Moreover,other classescould be defined havethe detrimentaleffectsof (1) flatteningthe F conbased on different characteristics of the F distribution,

tours of models in the extratropics, which may already

and modelswould be groupeddifferently. In particu-

not be steepenough;and (2) further attenuatingthe
lar, the presentclassification
scheme
is determined
only amplitude of the annual cyclesin H20 and CO2, which
by the contourshapesand not by the magnitudeof may already be overattenuated, as is discussedin secF or its gradients,whichvarieswidelyamongmodels. tion 5.
Nonetheless,
these classdefinitionssuggestvariations
Counterintuitively, mixing of extratropical air into
amongmodelsof certaintransportmechanisms,
which the tropics has little effect on latitudinal F gradients.
we now discuss.

For example, while the orientation of F contoursvaries

The presence
of relativelyflat contours(classC) is significantlyamongthe three AER modelsin Figure 9,
consistentwith weak isolation of the tropics. If wave dF/dy varieslittle. Recently,Neu and Plumb [1999]
activity,parameterizedas diffusionin two-dimensional have shownfor a simplemodel that AF (the differmodels,reachestoo far and too oftenfrom the midlat- encebetweenextratropicaland tropical mean age) is
itude "surf-zone"into the tropics, the observedsharp independentof such mixing in the limit of small K•.
gradientsof the meanage (and otherlong-livedtrac- This can be appreciated heuristically in the following
ers;seebelow)between
thetropicsandextratropics
will way: when there is no mixing of extratropical air into
not be realized. For very rapid and uniform mixing, the tropics, AF is given by the transit time around
the "globaldiffuser"limit is reached[Plumband Ko, the Brewer-Dobsoncell, which is approximated by the
1992;Plumb,1996]. To illustratethis point, Figure 9 residualcirculation. If somemixing is added, a fraction
compares
threeversions
of the AER model:the "tropi- 5 of tropical air now has extratropicalage, increasingF
cal pipe,"the "leakytropicalpipe," and the "no-pipe" overall in the tropics. However, the extratropical mean
models[Shia•t al., 1998](modeldata courtesyCourt- age increasesby an equivalent amount, since the fracneyScottandMalcolmKo). In thetropicalpipemodel, tion 5 recirculatesto the extratropics. AF is unchanged.
the tropicsare isolatedby settinglatitudinal diffusion Horizontalmixing by Kyy diffusionin midlatitudes
(withcoefficient
Kuu)to nearzeroequatorward
of 20ø, strongly affects the orientation of mean age contours.
whereasin the no-pipemodel,transportby I•'uuis sig- Figure10showslatitudinalprofilesof annual-mean
Kyy
nifican•tat all latitudes. The leaky pipe model, the AER for six 2-D models, averagedfrom 18 km to 24 km. Alversionsubmitted to MM2, is an intermediate case. In though there is wide variation in the magnitudesand
the tropicalpipe, F contoursbulgeup the mostin the gradients,some grouping occursby model class: Class
tropics,and the extratropicalmeanagecontoursslope A models, which are all "interactive" 2-D models, have
downward the most steeply.

muchsmallermidlatitudeand high-latitudeKyy values
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than other classes,illustratedin Figure 10 by HAR-

VARD,GSFC-2Dint,andLLNL. TheselowKyyvalues
likely causethe unrealistichigh-latitudelowerstratospheric
agemaximaofclass
A models.
Interactive
modelsmaybemissing
importantlowerstratospheric
wavemixingmechanisms
in their formulations.

The mean age distribution is also strongly affected
by the magnitudeof the residualcirculation. Figure 12
comparesthe residualcirculationsand mean age distributions of MONASH1

and MONASH2.

These simula-

tions usethe sametransport model, but wind data from
two versionsof the N CAR MACCM2 differing in their

To illustrktethe role of Kyy in transport,we compare gravity wavedrag. The MACCM2 versionwhosewind

themeanagedistribution
to the distribution
of transit data drivesMONASH1 (describedby Boville[1995])
times obtainedfrom back-trajectories
usingthe resid- employedonly orographicallyforcedgravitywaves.The
ual circulationalone. Figure 11 showsthesetwo quan- northern hemispherestratosphericclimatology was retities for GSFC-2Dint and GSFC-2D. For both models alistic, but the high-latitude southern winter was too
the oldestair from the trajectory calculationsis in the cold and the southern polar night jet too strong. To
high-latitude
lowerstratosphere,
asthisrepresents
the improve the climatology,a revisedMACCM2 was run,
longest
trajectoryalongresidual
circulation
streamlineshaving additional gravity wave sources. These wind

fromthe tropicaltropopause.
This distribution
is very data drive MONASH2.

In the revised version, whose

southernhemisphereclimatologyis muchimproved(alis worsened),the addiizontaldiffusionpreventsisolationof old air at high thoughthe northernhemisphere
tional
gravity
wave
drag
causes
a
more vigorousresidlatitudes. Bacmeisteret al. [1998]and Yudin et al.
differentfrom the GSFC-2D mean age, for which hor-

[1999]
seesimilareffects
in studies
ofsensitivity
to Kyy ual circulation,as seenin Figure 12. Consistentwith an

increasedcirculation,the mean age is reducedthroughmixingin GSFC-2Dint,themeanageismoresimilarto out the stratosphere.Changesin quasi-horizontalmixthe transit time distribution,and the modelexhibits a ing due to altered planetary wave breaking,which we
high-latitude
lowerstratospheric
F maximum.
Wenote have not examined, may also play a role. Contour
that,in additionto overlyweakmixing,unrealistic
fea- shapesappear to changeonly little betweenthe modturesin the spatialstructureof theresidualcirculation els, and the ratio of MONASH2 to MONASH1 mean
canalsocausea high-latitudelowerstratosphere
F max- age,about 0.8, is fairly uniformthroughthe lowerand
middlestratosphere.(A detailedcomparison
of the two
imum.
of their 2-D models. On the other hand, there is little
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Figure 12. The residualcirculation
for the two versions
of the MACCM2 GCM usedby
MONASH1 and MONASH2 and the correspondingP distributions. The left column is for
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andthe bottomrowis F, in 0.5 year
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MACCM2 versions
is currentlyin preparation..)
In their photochemically
activein the stratosphere,
although
2-D model, Bacmeisteret al. [1998]alsofound that themagnitude
of the differences
isreduced,
particularly
increasedmean vertical velocitiesthrough the tropi- for gasesof tropospheric
origin. Figure 13 showsthe
cal stratosphere(due to largerprescribedtropospheric annual-mean, zonal-mean N20 for six models. There
heatingsources
in their experiments)
resultedin signif- is significantvariationin N20 betweenmodels,both
icant mean age reductions.

4.4. Comparison With Other Long-Lived
Tracers

in isopleth
shapeandmagnitude,
albeitthe magnitude
variationis muchlessthan that of meanage. For example,the isopleths
bulgeupwardsharplyin the trop-

icsof HARVARD,
whilein UCI23,theyarerelatively
flat. TheN20 magnitude
at 40kmin thetropics
varies
a largevariationin the simulatedmean agesbetween from20ppb(NCAR-2D)
to 100ppb(GMI-DAO).The
The preceding discussionhas shown that there is

modelsandthat the simulatedmeanagesgenerallydif- observedN20 from the CLAES instrument on UARS
fer greatly from observations. Similar variations can

[Randel
et al.,1994]isshown
at thebottom
ofFigure

alsobe seenin simulationsof long-livedtracersthat are 13. Comparison with the simulated fields shows that
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Figure 13. Annual-andzonal-mean
N20 distributions
for six MM2 models,aslabeled.Contour
intervalsare 50 ppb, with additionalcontoursshownfor 25 ppb and 1 ppb. The N20 climatology
from the CLAES instrumenton UARS, adaptedfrom Randelet al. [1994],is shownat bottom.

LLNL,NOCAR).Because
of photochemalthough
thereis qualitative
agreement
for mostmod- HARVARD,
ical
loss
in
the
upper
stratosphere,
N20
falls off with
els, thereare significant
quantitativedifferences.
For
example,HARVARDhastoo little N20 in the upper altitude in all models,whereasthe signof dF/dz varies
stratosphere
andthe lowerhighlatitudestratosphere,amongmodels. Simulationsof other long-livedtracers
while GMI-DAO has too muchin both places.

also show consistent model-model

differences.

For ex-

Comparing
the N20 of Figure13to the meanageof ample,Figure 14 comparesNOy and Cly for the AER
Figures
6 and7 shows
that themodel-model
variation and NCAR-2D models. These families of active chemi-

of thesetwo quantitiesis qualitativelysimilar. Equa- cal specieshave isoplethshapesqualitatively similar to
thoseof N20 and F: for AER they bulgeup sharply in
the
tropicsof the lower and middle stratosphere,while
givenmodelarenearlyparallel,andmodels
withlow

torward of 400 the N20 and mean age isoplethsfor a

meanagegenerally
havehighN20. At highlatitudes, for NCAR-2D they are more fiat.
N20 andmeanageisopleth
shapes
withina modeldiffer The relationshipof the meanageto N20, NOy, and
in the lowerstratosphere
by thescatmore,particularlyfor classA models(GSFC-2DINT, Cly issummarized
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report [Park et al., 1999].Contourintervalsare 2.5 ppb for NOu and 0.5 ppb for C1u.

terplot of Figure 15, in which the mixing ratios of each via productionby CFC photolysis.(NOy is somewhat
of the trace gasesare plotted versusF at 35øN, 18 km more complicated because it has lower stratospheric
and 55øN, 22 km. Values for nine 2-D models are shown source and upper stratospheric sink, but the correla-

(themodelsthat submittedNO• andClu data). Forall tion still holdsin the lowerstratosphere.)However,the
three trace gasesthere is a good correlationwith F: the correlationwith mean ageis not perfect. To understand
linear correlationcoefficient(computedoverboth loca- why, consider a lower stratospheric air parcel compristions)is-0.86for F-N20, 0.75for F-NOy,and0.87for ing a smallfraction of old air that hasspent considerable
F-Clu. Thus a largefractionof the differences
in simu- time at high altitudes. This old air fraction will conlation of eachN20, NO•, and Clu can be explainedby tribute significantlyto the mean age of the parcel, and
differences
in simulationof transportalone. The spread the older the fraction, the greater its impact on mean
acrossthe nine modelsin F is large, more than a factor age. However, such old air will have lost almost all its

of 3 at 35øN, 18 km. For Clu the fractionalvariation N20, and thus its N20 content will be insensitive to
acrossmodelsis comparableat theselowerstratospheric its age. Similarly, suchold air will have gainednearly

pointsbut is smalleraloft,(not shown).Modelvariation
in lowerstratospheric
NOy is somewhatsmallerthan
that in meanage,and variationin N20 (about 15% at
35øN, 18 km) is muchsmaller. We concludethat in-

all the Clu possible(near completephotolyticdestruction of CFCs), and thusits Cly contentwill be insensitive to its age. At the other extreme, a fraction of the
lower stratosphericparcel that circulatesexclusivelyin

accuraciesin model transport, as revealedby the mean the lowerstratosphere
belowthe N20 sinkor Clu proage,reflectlargeuncertaintyin modeledClu and NOu ductionregionwill contributeincreasinglyto the mean
in the lowerstratosphere(where thesespeciesare un- agewith increasingtime spentin the lowerstratosphere
der dynamicalcontrol)but lessuncertaintyin the mid- but will not havelostanyN20 or havegainedanyClu.
dle and upper stratosphere(where chemicalprocessesAgain, the N20 and Cl• contentsof the fraction are
becomesmoreimportant).
insensitiveto its age. In practice, lower stratospheric

Mean age,N20, and Clu are correlatedbecausethe air comprises
a mixtureof thesetwo extreme(and inlongerair spendsin the stratosphere,
the greaterits age, termediate) fractions. While there may be little sensithe lessits N20 via photolysis,and the greaterits Clu tivity of chemicalcompositionto age variationwithin
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Numbers
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to models,
aslistedin Table2. Thevalues
of N20, NOy,andClyareannual
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eachfraction, the chemicalcompositionof the mixture
will dependon the relativeamountsof youngair rich in

tion in N20. Air enters the stratosphere from the tropospherehaving its maximum stratosph'ericN20 mix-

tropospheric
gasesand old air rich in photolysisproducts, thus establishing
a correlation,albeit imperfect,
betweenage and chemicalcomposition.
Fractionalvariationsin lower stratosphericC1v and

ing ratio, [N20]0 • 310 ppb, whichis the samefor all
the models. Only a smallfractionof [N20]0 has yet

NOv across
the modelsaremuchgreaterthan varia-

been destroyedin the lower stratosphere,so that variations from model to model are small compared to the
mean across models. On the other hand, new strato-
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sphericair hasno Cly or NOy, sothat variationsin the
relativelysmallamountof CIy and NOv in lowerstrato-

MODELS
26

26

:•.

..

sphericair are large comparedto the meansacrossmod-

els. Notethatthequantity
[N20]0-N20
(notshown) 24 -'

,,..:•,

24

:'-'{i
i ;i•:,•;!::!i•,..:•..

has lower stratospheric model-to-model variation very

similarthat of Cly and NOy.
22

22

20,

20

5. Tropical Transport
Transport in the tropics of the stratosphere critically
affects the distribution of trace gasesand the dispersal of aircraft pollutants. Observations of the mean

age, F(x), the amplitudeof a propagatingannualcycle in mixingratio, A(x), and the phaselag of the cycle, s-•(x), representimportantconstraints
on modeled

18

transport in this region.
5.1.

16
0.0

Observations

FRACTIONAL

Figure16ashowstropicalprofilesof A(z) for models
and for inferences

from

satellite

and in situ

AMPLITUDE

26

observa-

(b)

tions. The heavy solid line is derived from the empiri-

cal orthogonalfunctionanalysisof Mole el al. [1998]of

16
1.0

0.5

24 ÷

24

•r -H20+2CH4 timeseries
fromtheUARSHALOEinstrument's measurementsof CH4 and H20 from 1992 to

1997(courtesyPhilip Mote). The symbolsin the figure
are derivedfrom in situ observationsof/-/from balloon
flights in 1997 and the annual cycleof COe from aircraft
and balloonflightsfrom 1994to 1997(K. A. Boeringet

22

20

20

18

18

al., manuscriptin preparation,1999).
There is considerableuncertainty in the observational

inferences
of A(z). While in situ valuesbelowabout20
km are in approximate agreementwith HALOE, the two
values above 21 km are much lower than HALOE.

There

ß

are several possiblereasonsfor this disagreement. On
1%0. ß
(i5
]:0
1.5
the one hand, HALOE underestimatessignificantlythe
PHASE LAG (YEARS)
H20 annual cycle near the tropopause, as can be seen
upon comparisonofnear-tropopauseHALOE H20 mea- Figure 16.-Equatorial profilesof (a) A(z) and (b)

r•(z) for a rangeof modelsand for the observational
[Mote et al., 1996].As a result,HALOE overestimates analyses.All amplitudesare normalizedto unity and

surements to in situ H20 measurements from aircraft

the phaselag taken as zero at 16 km. The shaded regionindicatesthe rangecoveredby mostmodels,while
fewmeasurements
of//and CO2in a regionshown
to the individuallinesrepresentseveralmodelsfallingoutthe fractional amplitude aloft. On the other hand, the
highest altitude in situ values are derived from very

sidethe range:(a) GMI-DAO (solidline),GSFC-2Dint
line), andGSFC-3D(long-dash
line); (b),
air [Jos!et al., 1998],whilethe HALOE valuescome (short-dash
HARVARD
(solid
line)
and
GSFC-2D
(short-dash
line).
from 5 years of continuousdata acrossthe tropics. For The heavysolidline representsthe analysisof HALOE
this reason,above20 km'we weight more heavily the H2+2CH4 [Mote el al., 1998]. The symbolsrepreHALOE data in the subsequentcomparisonsto model sentanalyses
of in situ CO2 (circles)and H20+2CH4
results. We note, however, that different analyses of (triangles)measurements
(CO2 from six aircraftand
be perturbed by filamentary intrusions of midlatitude

HALOE•/yield different
A [Moleel al.,1998,Figure two balloon deploymentsbetween 1994 and

1997 and

2]. For example,Randelel al. [1998]use a different H20+2CH4 from the same 2 balloon deploymentsin
latitude range (4øS to 4øN rather than 14øSto 14øN) 1997).The errorbarson the top twoin situphaselag
pointsareestimatedfromuncertaintyin the tropopause
and deduce a fractional attenuation
of about 0.55 at 21
km comparedto 0.45 from Mole el al. [1998]. Despite H20+2CH4 time series.
the uncertainties,we will argue below that if one considersamplitude attenuation per vertical wavelengthof
the annual cycle signal, the observationsmeaningfully
constrain

models.

estimate a phaselag of about 0.9 yearsfrom 16 km to 24

The observed
andmodeledr• (z) areshownin Figure km, comparedto 0.8 years in Figure 16b derived from
16b. Here the in situ and remoteinferencesare in good the Mote et al. [1998]analysis. Comparisons
of obagreement. For comparison, note that Randel el al. servedand modeledglobal mean age distributionshave
been made in the previoussection. Tropical profilesare
[1998],
usingdifferent
HALOE•r analysis
techniques,
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HALOE HeO+2CH4 (for R) andin situ SF6 and CO2 (for dI'/dz), whilethe trianglesrepresent
estimatesfrom in situ CO2 and HeO+2CH4(for R) and CO2 and SF6 (for dI'/dz).

shown in Figure 5b. Note that r• < F as predicted by

Hall and Waugh[1997a].
5.2. Model-Measurement

Comparisons

Figure 16b shows that most models propagate the
annual cycle too rapidly in the vertical, while Figure
5b showsthat most models significantly underestimate
tropical mean age. In Figure 16a, from 16 km to about
20 km the wide range of model performancesbrackets
the HALOE and in situ amplitude, while above about
21 km most modelshavesignificantlysmaller amplitude

slowerupwellingin the lowertropical stratospherethan
aloft [Moteet al., 1998].Fitting a straightline through
all the in situ data below21 km yields c = 0.23 mm/s.

(Recallthat theverticalcoordinate
is 16log(1000/p). A
more accurate relationship between altitude and pres-

sureresultsin slightlydifferentvaluesof c.) The phase
speedsof the modelsfrom 16 km to 26 km range from

0.30 mm/s to 1.09 mm/s (see Park et al. [1999]for
individualmodel values). Most modelspropagatethe
annual cycle too rapidly. Note that none of the models has a quasi-biennialoscillation(QBO), which may

causesomebias in the time-averagedtropical upwelling
HALOE.
The phase lag time for the models and the measure- (and c) comparedto observations.However,the magis only
ments to a first approximation increaseslinearly with nitudeof QBO variatio•in tropicalupwelling
about
10%
in
the
lower
stratosphere
[Randel
et al.,
height, implying a constant phase speed, c. Using the
than

HALOE r• up to 26 km yieldsc = 0.33 (Az/Ar• from 1998],small comparedto the differenceof most of the
Figure 16b). For comparison,from the Randel et al. models' c from the observations. The QBO is not a
[1998]analysis,c = 0.28 mm/s from 16 km to 24 km. major factor in evaluationof the models' annual cycle
When only HALOE r• data in Figure 16b to 21 km are phase speed.
We summarize the mean age variation of the lower
used,c = 0.22 mm/s is obtained,indicatingsomewhat
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density scale height, and r a relaxation time-constant
to an extratropical value ;•e, whichsummarizesthe rate
at which upwelling tropical air entrains extratropical
air. Although real atmosphericand 2-D and 3-D model
transport is clearly more complicated,the TLP model
served, in some casesby a factor of 2 or more. How- is a useful guide.
To illustrate briefly somepropertiesof the TLP model,
ever, for all models,the phasespeed c is larger than

tropical stratosphere(Figure 5b) by its averagevertical gradient,dF/dz. The modelvaluesof dF/dz range
from 0.26 year/kin to 0.08 year/kin, all smallerthan
the value of 0.29 year/kin deducedfrom OMS SF6 and
CO2. In general,modelspredict youngerair than ob-

(dF/dz)-•, consistent
withtheobservations.
(Notethat considera periodicallyvaryingmixingratio cos(wt)at
for perfectly isolatedtropicswith no vertical diffusion, z - 0 (the tropopause).The solutionto (1) with constant coefficients,and assumingzero tracer oscillation
(dF/dz)-•= c = w, theverticalvelocity.)
The cycle amplitude of the modelsand measurements amplitude in the extratropics, is
decaysexponentiallywith constantscale height, to a
x(z, t) - A(z) ½os (z))]
(2)
first approximation. From 16 km to 26 km the models
attenuate the amplitude with scaleheights,Ha, ranging
from 2.2 km to 8.7 km (seePark et al. [1999]for individualvalues),whilefitting an exponentialdecayto the
Mote et al. [1998]HALOE analysisoverthe sameregion
yieldsHa = 7.6 kin. (For comparison,
fromthe HALOE
analysisof Randel et al. [1998],a value Ha m 10 km
may be deduced.)The in situ data rangeup to about
21 km (excludingthe highesttwo pointsfor reasons
discussedabove)and yield Ha = 3.8 km. When only the

whereA(z) - e-•/•,

r•o(z)- z/c, andHa andc are

functionsof K, w, and r (seeHall and Waugh[1997b]
for the explicitexpressions).
To illustratethe dependencieson the transport coefficients,Ha and c are plotted
in Figure 18 versusK and r for an annual cycle with

w - 0.3 mm/s. For K < 0.1 m2/s,diffusion
playsonly

a small role in the propagationof the annual cycle,and
c • w. At higher K values, diffusionplays a significant role. For all K, the entrainment time r has little
HALOE points in Figure 16a through 21 km are used, effect on c, as the extratropics adds air with no cycle
the exponentialfit producesHa: 5.4 km, in somewhat amplitude, increasingc only to secondorder. For the
better agreementwith the in situ observations.
amplitude, there are different regimesof dependenceon
A goodmeasureof the amplitudeattenuationis R = diffusion.For K < 0.01m2/s (andr _<2 years),dif-

Ha/,•, where,k= c x (1year)is the verticalwavelength fusion plays little role in attenuating the signal. The

of the annual cycle. What we would most like to infer

attenuation is due mostly to dilution by extratropical

from A(z) are the ratesof processes
suchas diffusion air, andHa • wr. Forintermediate
K (0.01-0.3m2/s)
and entrainmentthat causethe attenuation of A(z). both diffusion and dilution are important, and for large
Normalizing by the wavelengthallows each model an /x' (> 0.3 m2/s), diffusiondominates.
equivalentamountof time (1 year) for its attenuating
MatchingTLP solutions(2) to HALOE and ER-2
processesto act. Model valuesof R range from 0.2 to observations,
Hall and Waugh[1997b]deducedaverage
0.5, comparedto 0.7 for the HALOE analysesand 0.5 values over the lower tropical stratosphere of w m 0.3
for the in situ analysis. On a per wavelengthbasis,most

mm/s, r • 1.3 years,and K • 0.01 m2/s. This

models overattenuate the annual cycle.

roughly agreeswith previousindependentestimatesof
r from 1.0 to 1.5 years [Minschwaneret al., 1996; Volk
et al., 1996]and annualaveragesof estimatesof w from
heatingrate calculations[Rosenlof,1995;Eluszkiewicz
et al., 1996]. Mote el al. [1998]matcheda TLP model
with
height varying coefficientsto HALOE data, deindicate the values estimated from satellite and in situ
ducing
If the sameorder as Hall and Waugh[1997b].
observations. There is some correlation between model
Mote et al. [1998]deduceda sharplocal maximumin
valuesof dF/dz and c, as both are affectedby vertical r around 22 km, but averagedfrom 16 km to 26 kin,
Figure 17 displaysthese model-measurementcomparisonsgraphically. The top panel is a scatterplot
of model valuesof dF/dz versusc, while the bottom
panel showsR = Ha/,• versusc. The numbersindicate the modelsas listed in Table 2, while the symbols

advection in a model. However, the correlation is not

perfect. The quantity dF/dz is stronglyaffectedby the
transportof extratropicalair into the upwellingtropical
plume, while c is only •veakly affected.

5.3. Tropical Transport Mechanisms

their r • 1.6 years.
These estimates for K, r, and w are in the low dif-

fusion regime of Figure 18. Over the tropical lower
stratosphereentrainment of extratropical air appears to
be the primary attenuation mechanismand advection

the primary propagationmechanismof the annual cy-

As an aid to interpretthe differences
betweenmodel clesin H and CO2. Given the models'large deviations
resultsand the tropicalobservations
in termsof specific from the observations,averagedtransport coefficients
transportmechanisms,
weusea simpleone-dimensionalfrom observationsare most appropriate for comparison.
"tropicalleakypipe"(TLP) modelof tropicaltransport Ultimately, however, if detailed comparisonsto obser-

__ez/u
O(e_Z/uIf)_ -r l(x
•zz
ot + w5-;

vational inferencesare to be made, the disagreements
amongthe variousobservationalinferencesmust be re-

X) (1) solved.

Figure 19 illustrates the relative roles that vertical

for a tracer of mixing ratio X- Here w is a vertical diffusionand advectionplay in transportingthe annual
velocity,1,2a verticaldiffusioncoefficient,H the air cyclesin four 2-D MM2 models. The quantitiesplotted
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for r = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 8.0 years(r=0.5 yearsis indicatedby a long-dashline). For these
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are (1) annuallyaveragedKzz, the verticalcomponent However,Kzz > 0.1 m2/s, and c > •*. SUNY-SPB
of the model'sdiffusivitytensor (interpretedas K in (Figure 19d) has Kzz • 0.5 m2/s, whichagainrethe contextof the TLP model);(2) annuallyaveraged sultsin c > •*. (More typical implementationsof the
model r•o, whoseslopeis c; (3) r,• from the HALOE SUNY-SPB model use much smaller Kzz, as discussed
f/ analysis;
and(4) thetimescale
foradvection
bythe by Yudinet al. [1999].)
models' vertical

residual

circulation

•-*.

For GSFC-2D

(Figure19a),Kzz < 0.1 m2/sthroughout
the tropical
stratosphere,putting it in the low diffusion regime of

the TLP model (Figure 18a), so that c m •*.

More-

Over,the upwellingrate agreesfairly well with HALOE

//analyses.
ForGSFC-2Dint
(Figure19b)Kzz>> 0.1
m2/s below22 km. As a consequence,
the r• profile

From this analysis, we conclude that several 2-D

modelshaveexplicit valuesof K,z that are too large,
in some casesby more than an order of magnitude.
The 3-D models,on the other hand, have no explicit
vertical diffusion. A few 3-D models(UCI23, GMINCAR, MONASH1) have valuesof c that are not too
far from that observed(see Figure 17), while others
propagatethe signaltoo quickly(GMI-DAO, GSFC-3D,
MONASH2, UNIVAQ-3D, GISS8x10). A large value
of c could be due to an overly vigorousresidual cir-

is significantlysteeper than the advectivetime (i.e.,
c > •*). In this regime, diffusionplays a large role
in transportingthe signal(Figure 18a), contraryto the
estimatesfrom observations.CSIRO (Figure 19c) is culation, too much diffusion associated with resolved
an intermediate

case.

The

advective

time

is close to

the phaselag from HALOE, suggestinga realistic •*.

featuresof the'flow,or too muchdiffusion
implicitin
the numerical advection scheme.

Numerical

diffusion
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Figure 19. Tropicalprofiles
of modelannuallyaveraged
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line),model
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advectivetime by •* (bottom scale;symbols). The differentpanelscorrespondto different
models'(a) GSFC-2D,(b) GSFC-2Dint,(c) CSIRO, and (d) SUNY-SPB.

dependson the particular advection schemeand resolution employed by the model. We have not systematically tested the schemesemployed by MM2 models, a study which would be valuable. However, one-

propagating cycles due to periodic variations of conserved tracers at the tropopause. These simulations
have been compared to recent observationsin the lower
and middle stratosphere. Three general conclusions

dimensional tests show that the second-order moments
may be drawn. (1) There is largevariationin transport
scheme[Prather,1986],at least,doesnot significantly among models,producing mean age fields that vary by

attenuate a sinusoid with as few as four grid points more than a factor 2. There is no significantgrouping
per wavelength.Thus, for example,numericaldiffusion by dimensionality(2-D versus3-D). (2) Most models
should not. be an issue for UCI23.
have mean ages throughout the stratosphere that are
significantlylower than observations,in some models
and locationsby a factor greaterthan 2. (3) Model6. Conclusions
and Discussion
to-modelvariationin N20, NOu, and C1u in the lower
In this paper we have reported on simulationsfrom stratosphere is well correlated with variations in mean
a largeset of stratosphericmodelsof the mean ageand age, indicating that uncertainty in simulation of these
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It is important to appreciatethat many components
speciesin the lower stratosphere
(as definedby the
spreadacrossmodel results)is due, in large part, to of transport,suchas advectionby the residualcirculauncertaintyin modeltransport. The fractionalmagni- tion and mixingof extratropicalair into the tropics,are
tude of model-to-model variation in N20 is much less highly coupled.The couplingis dynamicalfor models
than meanage,but for NOy andCly it is comparablethat compute the circulation in a self-consistentway.
to meanage. We concludethat inaccuracies
in model However, even for models that prescribe the compotransporthavesignificant
impacton simulations
of the nentsexplicitly,their effectson tracersare coupled. For

example, we have seen that slowingthe residual cirIn addition,we drawseveralmorespecificconclusions culation and enhancingthe mixing of extratropical air
and isolatesomeaspectsof modeltransportthat need into the tropicsboth increasemean age. Although inimproving.(4) Severalmodels(AER, CSIRO, GSFC- creasingmeanageis clearlydesirablein modelsin light
2D, SUNY-SPB,GMI-NCAR, MONASH1,MONASH2) of the observations,changingeither of these transport
independently(whichmaynot evenbe poshave realisticzonally averagedcontourshapesof mean components
sible
in
dynamically
self-consistent
models)couldhave
age("classB" in thenomenclature
ofsection
5), but exceptfor MONASH1, the magnitudeof their mean ages detrimental effectson the shape of mean age contours.
is still too small. Other models have unrealistic fea- A tropical regionthat is uniformly lessisolatedin the
tures in their contourshapes("classA" or "classC" lower and middle stratospherewould, for most MM2
dependingon features)in additionto low mean ages. models, causethe shape of mean age contoursto be
(5) Severaltwo-dimensional
modelshaveexplicitverti- "flatter" in the extratropics and thus more unrealistic
cal diffusionthat is too large (i.e., their valuesof K,z than they already are. A lessvigorousresidual circuaretoo large). (6) Modelsthat computeplanetarywave lation might havea similar contourflatteningeffect,as
are providedmoretime to entrain expropagationand breakinginteractivelywith the circu- mixing processes
lation tend to have local maxima in the high-latitude tratropical air into the tropics.
lowerstratosphere,
whichis not observed.This suggests Despite these couplings,the magnitudeof tropical
that quasi-horizontal
mixingis too weak(i.e., valuesof upwellinglikely providesthe mostleverageon the mean
chemical state of the lower stratosphere.

et al. [1998],
Kvyaretoo small).(7) The verticalphasevelocityin age.In the 2-D modelstudyof Bacmeister
the tropicsof a tracer with an annual cycle such as
H20+2CH4 and CO2 is too rapid in mostmodels.This
fact, combinedwith low meanages,indicatesthat vertical upwellingin the tropicsis too rapid, althoughin
certain 2-D modelsa significantpart of the phasevelocityis dueto their largeverticaldiffusion.(8) Many
modelshavetropicsthat are not isolatedenoughfrom

valuesof mean age through the tropical stratosphere
varied in roughly inverseproportionto the upwelling
rate in the 16 km to 20 km region(which,in turn, was
variedby changingparameterizedtroposphericheating

rates),whilethe slopesof the meanagecontours
in the

extratropicswere lessstronglyaffected. Varying planetary waveforcinghad lesseffecton tropical upwelling
midlatitudes, as evidencedby the overattenuationper or mean age but more on contour shapes. Potential

wavelength
of an annualcycletracerandin the unreal- complicationsarise, however,from other constraintson
istically"flat"meanagecontours
(classC models).For modelsimposedby photochemicallyactive trace gases.
somemodels,vertical diffusionwithin the tropics may For example,reducingupwellingrates may increasethe
stratospheric lifetimes of CFC-11 and CFC-12, which
be responsible
for the overattenuation.
We have not systematicallyexamined the impact for many MM2 modelsare already too large [Park
on long-livedtracertransportof numericalaspectsof et al., 1999]comparedto the observationallybasedesmodel formulation such as advection algorithm, grid timates of Volk et al. [1997]. There is, however,large
resolution, and coordinate system. Such a study would uncertainty in the lifetime estimates.
Mean age highlightsthe limits of our ability to model
be worthwhile, as all model formulations result in some
global
stratospheric transport. Most of the models in
degree of tracer diffusion, which in effect, represents
MM2
are
found wanting in severalrespects,when comtransport due to unresolvedmotions. Nonetheless,some
conclusionscan be drawn with regard to certain models. pared to observations. The path toward more realistic
The mean age distributionsare similar for the 3-D mod- simulation of transport is not obvious,but is seemsclear
els MONASH2 and GMI-NCAR, which differ only in that continuingsensitivity studiesto various aspectsof

their advectionalgorithm("semi-Lagrangian"[Rasch, model
1994]for MONASH2 and "flux-formsemi-Lagrangian"essary.
[Lin and Rood,1996]for GMI-NCAR). On the other

formulation

in two and three-dimensions

are nec-

hand, modelshaving the sameadvectionalgorithm, resAcknowledgments.
We thank all the participants in
olution, and other aspectsof numerical formulation, but the Models and MeasurementsII intercomparisonfor their
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